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The Mullally Gokey/Digital Trends App Store is a crowded place these days and your phone's storage space is often premium, so you need to fill it with the best as well as the most useful apps out there. Because they come and go faster than the latest fashion trends and delve into missions like Google Play, the iTunes App Store, or any other. A little nudge
in the right direction is often very welcome. Here are the apps you think you need to check out this week. If you are big on holiday cards, here is an app to save you a trip to your store and post office. Ink cards allow you to design 5x7 cards by uploading photos and pairing them with more than 500 designs in your database. Once the design is complete, you
can write a note on the back of the card. The card has a resolution of 300 dpi, and if you add an address and send it, your company will send it to any location in the world for $2. Cards delivered to the US, UK, Europe and Canada take around 2-8 working days, while sending them anywhere in the world can take up to 2-3 weeks. It's a quick and easy way to
send physical notes, not electronic cards. Google Play iTunes Yahoo missed the mark in an earlier attempt to get into the messaging service, but its revamped Yahoo Messenger may finally be a hit. The sophisticated app, directed at fun group messaging, is incredibly fast and sports a nice user interface. This app uses Tumblr's vast database to pull GIFs
and connect with Flickr. Users can also like other messages to unsubscribe or delete messages from everyone's chat. You can also view chats on the web or yahoo mail. Note that your app requires a phone number to provide a confirmation code. Thinking about a trip to the Google Play iTunes Museum? With Google's new arts and culture app, you don't
have to leave the room. Combined with more than 850 museums, archives and organizations, the Google Cultural Institute allows users to browse images from the collection and explore its history. Some museums offer 360 views of certain exhibits and images, similar to Google Street View. The free app offers categories such as duration and medium,
allowing users to enlarge images. Losing a few hours perusing through the app's vast library is really easy. Google Play iTunes Adobe is finally taking Android seriously with the launch of Adobe Premier Clips, a free video editing app. Designed to quickly edit videos on the go, this app allows users to weave videos in minutes using short clips and images
stored on their devices. You can also choose to add soundtracks from your music library or from your music library. The app also allows you to add titles, transitions and slomo effects to your videos. Looking for a clean, simple and lightweight wayEditor, give this a try. Google Play iTunes Tribe is a neat little video messaging app that allows you to quickly
send video messages to your contacts and group of people. Of course, it's easy if the app is installed by someone who is messaging, but if it's not installed, you'll see a sharing feature that allows you to send a video message to someone via another app or text. The app is certainly colorful, but it's also pretty similar to Snapchat. Also, after you open it,
remove all messages from the app database. Google Play iTunes This week, check out more amazing apps every week. Editor's recommendations with your app ymgerman/Shutterstock bored and looking for something new? We dug into Google Play, iTunes and other app stores to find the best and saved time. Here are the apps you think you need to
check out this week. The sequel to the popular and award-winning side-scrolling action adventure game, albeit on iOS, is finally here. Badlands 2 more or less feels the same as its predecessor, tasks players floating through the map, avoids obstacles and survives until you reach the end. However, the difference in the second iteration is that you can move in
both directions in addition to going one to the right. It still only features a single-player campaign, but there are global challenges, so you can complete it against your friends through the leaderboard. It's a bit expensive and costs you $5. The popular ITunes storytelling app has finally appeared on Android. Storehouse allows you to upload photos, videos and
texts to create personalized stories for anything. The neat part is that you can embed your story on a blog or share it with your friends and family. You can also view other user stories. These features are almost identical to those found in the iOS version, so there is no disparity. Google Play iTunes Bumble is a dating app brought on by Whitney Wolfe, one of
Tinder's co-founders, who's main focus is making women in an initiative. This is pretty similar to Tinder in that it connects people who swipe right on each other's profiles. The difference is that women need to start a conversation within 24 hours before they run out of connectivity, and because of same-sex connections, either person can start a conversation.
Does Google Play iTunes need movie recommendations? Why not ask them because your friends know you best? You can start a group messaging thread or have a conversation with a single user. The app can use the TMDb API to retrieve data and rate movies on a scale of 1 to 10. iTunes Google Play Selfie Taker doesn't have to rely on the front camera
anymore. Everybody knows the rearOffering higher quality photos, Ellie is an app that allows you to turn the rear camera and take selfies without you having to do anything. It recognizes your face and takes multiple photos, but you just store what you choose. It offers various other features such as adding effects while taking photos, not after.the app will cost
you $3. iTunes Editor Recommendations Are you looking for a cool new app to download Mullally Gokey/Digital Trends? Here are the apps you think you need to check out this week. Slide is a neat little 3D camera app for iOS that breathes some life into your photos. All you have to do is take a photo using the app while moving your device smoothly with
horizontal movement. When a photo is taken, tap the subject of the photo to turn it into a video or GIF, adding depth to the image and actually popping it. As a result, you can easily share it on Instagram, iMessage, Twitter, Facebook and other social media channels. This app costs $1.99 and is great for iPhone owners who can't use Apple's own live photos
feature on the iPhone 6S. The app provides a secure unlimited photo backup in the cloud and pulls photos stored on your phone or social media accounts. The free usage window stores in high resolution, but a premium version of the app is required to save at full resolution. Photos can be categorized by event, you can create your own albums, or invite
others to upload your own photos. A similar feature has been added to Google Photos. The premium version of Ever Albums costs $9.99 per month and you have the option to print your favorite photos and ship them home. Ever Album works in many languages such as English, German, Italian, Arabic, etc. The iTunes Windows digital assistant, Cortana, is
officially coming to Android and iOS. Built into Windows Phone and Windows 10 desktops, Cortana provides managing and displaying appointments, tracking packages, flight information, weather, and more. If you need a Microsoft account and you're already using a Windows 10 device, Cortana syncs your data to your phone. In the Android version, you can
say Mr. Cortana to access the voice assistant from the home screen or app. If you receive a missed call, Cortana can push it to your Windows 10 PC and reply to the caller via SMS without receiving a call. This is similar to the iOS and Android experience with Siri and Google Now. But the more competition, the better. iTunes Google Play if you're into an
elegant and simple puzzle game to pass the timeWill be right up your alley. The idea is, close the pattern to make a specific design on the screen, giving the impression that you have completed the circuit. It's easy to play, but I'm really happy because the game pushes you to tap on the pieces and play around and doesn't tell you the shape to make. It is
relatively easy and addictive, and perhaps endless levels should keep you going for a while. If you're on your iTunes Google Play phone, you might want to take a look at HappyID, especially for work. When you get a call, the app will show you who you're talking to by displaying your contact notes and other important information. This includes the company
or title in which you work. Sure, you need to enter that information when you first add your contacts to your phone, but it's worth the effort. The app can display notifications when the call ends, creating a simple note about the conversation. It is useful and also syncs with Evernote, which has Android wear support. Google Play Editor Recommendations
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